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EDITOR’S PICK: STYLISH TECH TOYS

We love products that
multitask and when
fashion meets function for
wearable smart gadgets
that make our lives easier
and allow us to look chic
at the same time, it’s
win-win.

Check out 5 of our fave
tech toys that are
designed to keep us
organized, healthy and
happy while still letting
our personal style shine
through.

Fitbit Charge HR
Meet the next generation of your favourite fitness tracker that now monitors the
power of your heart rate from your wrist. Available in Black and Plum—to match
whatever on-trend fitness gear you’re sporting—the Fitbit Charge HR automatically
tracks your resting and workout heart rate, steps, distance, calories burned, floors
climbed and your sleep, plus it syncs wirelessly with your phone and displays caller
ID. It also wakes you with a silent, vibrating alarm for a gentle start to your day and
boasts a battery life of five-plus days.

Ringly
Talk about smart jewellery. This cocktail ring, featuring an 18K matte gold plated
setting and precious and semi-precious stones, lets you stay connected without
having to be forever lost in your phone. Vibrations and light notifications make sure
you never miss the calls, texts, tweets and emails that are important to you. An
accessory that does so much more than look good on your finger—we’re in.

Tory Burch For Fitbit Pendant
The ultimate fashion-meets-function accessory is Tory Burch’s Fitbit pendant,
featuring the designer’s iconic open fretwork pattern in necklace form. The pendant
comes in gold, silver and rose gold and easily allows for your Fitbit tracker to be
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hidden inside so you can keep tabs on your fitness and still look trendy thanks to
this clever partnership.

Mophie Juice Pack Air
We’ve all been that person at dinner, at a friend’s house or out with a group—
desperately looking at our battery power draining by the minute as panic begins to
set in. Thankfully, you don’t have to be on the lookout for random outlets anymore
with Mophie Juice Pack Air, a lightweight phone case that boosts your phone with
100% extra battery power with the flick of a switch.

Stellé Audio Mini-Clutch Speaker
California-based company Stellé Audio has come out with an evening clutch that
doubles as a wireless, Bluetooth-enabled speaker so the good times follow you
wherever you go. And the super-feminine designs in bold prints and patterns allow
you to accessorize with ease, an inner pocket lets you store small essentials and
handy USB capabilities let you charge any compatible device.
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